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We claim that the Homﬂy polynomial (that is to say, Ocneanu’s trace functional) contains
two polynomial-valued inner products on the Hecke algebra representation of Artin’s
braid group. These bear a close connection to the Morton–Franks–Williams inequality.
With respect to these structures, the set of positive, respectively negative permutation
braids becomes an orthonormal basis. In the second case, many inner products can be
geometrically interpreted through Legendrian fronts and rulings.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this note we make a few observations on the classical Hecke algebra Hn(z) and its trace that lead to a new interpre-
tation of how the Morton–Franks–Williams inequality fails to be sharp for many braids. Namely, from the trace we extract
two inner products and claim that the Homﬂy polynomial of an n-string braid has v-width 2n − 2 if and only if the braid
is not orthogonal to the unit braid with respect to either of them. While this is more or less a tautology, our other main
theorem is less obvious. Namely, we show that the inner products have orthonormal bases consisting of permutation braids.
Our results are algebraic but their proofs build on a connection between link polynomials and Legendrian knot theory.
Estimates on the maximal Thurston–Bennequin number of a Legendrian link in terms of its Kauffman and Homﬂy poly-
nomials had been known for a while when Rutherford [10] established a more quantitative relation: he equated certain
Kauffman and Homﬂy coeﬃcients with counts of so-called rulings. His formula will be crucial for our argument.
It is our hope that the type of link we present here between representation theory and contact geometry will be further
explored.
2. The Hecke algebra
We recall some basics from Jones’s seminal paper [6]. As an algebra, Hn(z) is generated over the Laurent polynomial ring
Z[z] by the same symbols σ1, . . . , σn−1 (and their inverses) as Artin’s braid group Bn . In addition to the standard relations
of Bn (that is, σiσ j = σ jσi for |i − j| 2 and σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1 for all i) we also impose
σi − σ−1i = z for all i.
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als [6] (see also [9] for a concise survey). Namely, using Ocneanu’s trace Tr :Hn(z) → Z[z, T ], the framed Homﬂy polynomial
H of a braid β ∈ Bn is obtained as
Hβ(v, z) =
(
v−1 − v
z
)n−1
· Tr(β)
∣∣∣∣
T= z
1−v2
. (1)
In words: for β ∈ Bn , take its natural representation β ∈ Hn(z) (a common abuse of notation) and its trace, substitute
T = z/(1− v2) in it, and normalize suitably.
If β has exponent sum w , then P β̂ (v, z) = vwHβ(v, z) is an expression for the Homﬂy polynomial of the oriented link
β̂ which is the closure of β . This is the version of the invariant that satisﬁes the skein relation
v−1P − v P = zP
and the normalizing condition that the unknot has P (v, z) = 1.
From (1), it is not hard to deduce the famous Morton–Franks–Williams inequalities [8,4]:
−n + 1 any exponent of v in Hβ(v, z) n − 1. (2)
We will refer to these as the lower and upper MFW estimates. The well known bound on the braid index of an oriented
link is their immediate consequence. We will pay special attention to the “extremal parts” of Hβ with respect to (2). In that
spirit, let the left column of Hβ be denoted with
Lβ(z) = zn−1 times the coeﬃcient of v1−n in Hβ(v, z).
Deﬁnition 1. For any β ∈ Bn , let β∗ denote the braid obtained by writing the letters of a braid word representative of β in
reverse order. Now for any two braids α and β on n strands, deﬁne their left inner product by the formula
〈α,β〉L = Lαβ∗(z).
This depends only on the braids and not on their representatives. The left inner product has a well-deﬁned extension to
the entire algebra Hn(z) as a bilinear form with values in Z[z]. It is also symmetric:
Lemma 2. For any α,β ∈ Bn, we have 〈α,β〉L = 〈β,α〉L .
Proof. Consider the standard planar diagram for the closure of αβ∗ , and a line l in the plane that is (roughly) perpendicular
to the braid strands. Rotate the diagram about l in 180◦ in three-space. The result is a standard diagram for the closure
of βα∗ (hence the two closures are isotopic), except that the orientations of the strands are all reversed. Such an overall
change of orientation does not affect the Homﬂy polynomial P . Since the exponent sums in αβ∗ and βα∗ are the same,
they also share the same framed Homﬂy polynomial. 
As a Z[z]-module, Hn(z) is free of rank n!. We will need two of its well known bases: the set of positive permutation
braids, = {ωπ }π∈Sn , and that of negative permutation braids, N = {νπ }π∈Sn .
3. Legendrian front diagrams
The proof of our main result in the next section uses some standard techniques from Legendrian knot theory. The
summary given here is kept to a bare minimum while the interested reader is referred to [3].
The standard contact structure ξ in R3xyz is the kernel of the 1-form dz − y dx. A smooth link is Legendrian if it is
everywhere tangent to ξ . The front projection of such a curve appears on the xz-plane. Generic fronts are immersed except
for ﬁnitely many cusps. Since y = dz/dx, they do not have self-tangencies or tangents parallel to the z-axis (hence they
contain an equal number of left and right cusps), and at their transverse self-intersections, the strand with lower slope
appears as the overcrossing one.
Let f be a generic, oriented front diagram with 2C cusps. Its Thurston–Bennequin number is tb( f ) = w( f ) − C , where w
is the writhe.
An oriented ruling [2,5] of f is a collection S of positive crossings in f with the following properties. After performing the
smoothing operation on all elements of S , the resulting diagram is a (not necessarily disjoint) union of eyes, that
is simple closed curves so that each contains exactly one left and one right cusp. The two arcs at the site of the smoothing
of any p ∈ S belong to different eyes, say e1 and e2. Finally, if we draw a line parallel to the z-axis through p, then the
segments in which it intersects the interiors of e1 and e2 are either disjoint or contained in one another.
One measure of the complexity of a ruling is θ = C − |S| and then we may measure the complexity of a front f by
summing z1−θ over all of its oriented rulings. This Laurent polynomial is called the (oriented) ruling polynomial of f . A key
connection was provided by Rutherford [10] when he showed the following.
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Theorem 3. The ruling polynomial of the front f coincides with the coeﬃcient of vtb( f )+1 in the Homﬂy polynomial P K (v, z) of the
oriented link type K represented by f .
Note in this regard that (by the transverse push-off trick, Bennequin’s results on braiding transverse links [1], and (2))
the minimum v-degree in PK (v, z) is an upper bound for tb( f ) + 1 for all fronts f representing K .
The following construction will be helpful in the next section. Let π ∈ Sn be a permutation. We deﬁne a Legendrian
tangle Tπ as follows. Place the permutation matrix of π on the xz-plane as indicated in the left panel of Fig. 1 (with the 1’s
of the matrix represented by dots). Start line segments in the northwest and southwest directions from each dot as shown.
Finally, turn the union of the segments into a front diagram as in the right panel, replacing the dots with cusps. Note that
Tπ is a Legendrian realization of the negative permutation braid νπ .
4. The main result
Theorem 4. The basis N = {νπ }π∈Sn ofHn(z) consisting of negative permutation braids is orthonormal with respect to the left inner
product.
Proof. Let π and κ be elements of Sn . Consider the Legendrian representative of̂νπν∗κ whose front projection is shown in
the left side of Fig. 2. It is constructed from the tangle Tπ and ϕ(Tκ ), where ϕ is a rotation in 180◦ about the z-axis in
three-space. Observe that it has oriented rulings if and only if π = κ , and in that case a unique one with θ = n. (Because
all crossings are negative in the front, the only possible oriented ruling is the empty set, and for that to work, the left and
right cusps have to be readily matched up.) Thus its ruling polynomial is either
∑
z1−θ = z1−n or 0 depending on whether
π = κ or not. As the Thurston–Bennequin number of this front is w−n, where the non-positive quantity w is the combined
algebraic number of crossings in π and κ , from Rutherford’s theorem we see that this ruling polynomial is the coeﬃcient of
vw−n+1 in the Homﬂy polynomial, that is the coeﬃcient of v−n+1 in the framed Homﬂy polynomial. The theorem follows
immediately. 
Corollary 5. The expansion of any braid β in N is obtained as
β =
∑
π∈Sn
〈β,νπ 〉L · νπ .
If β is a positive braid, these coeﬃcients always have a geometric interpretation as ruling polynomials. Namely, 〈β,νπ 〉L
is the ruling polynomial of the front diagram shown in the right side of Fig. 2. Here, β is to be drawn in the indicated
box horizontally, with crossings appearing as . (The key is that the diagram only contains 2n cusps, thus its Thurston–
Bennequin number is its writhe minus n. A similar construction and the same reasoning applies to β = β1νβ2, where β1
and β2 are positive and ν is a negative permutation braid.)
Emulating Deﬁnition 1, a right inner product may be deﬁned using the coeﬃcient of the other extreme term in the framed
Homﬂy polynomial:
〈α,β〉R = (−z)n−1 times the coeﬃcient of vn−1 in Hαβ∗(v, z).
Fig. 2. Front diagram built out of two negative permutation braids (left) and a positive braid and a negative permutation braid (right).
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the identity 〈α,β〉L = 〈α−1, β−1〉R for any braids α,β ∈ Bn .
Our ﬁnal theorem appeared as Remark 3.3 in [7]. The present paper grew out of a desire to clarify what was then a
rather vague suggestion.
Theorem 6. The lower (resp. upper) MFW estimate (2) is not sharp for the braid β if and only if β is orthogonal in terms of the left
(resp. right) inner product to the unit braid in the Hecke algebra.
Proof. Note that 〈β,1〉L = Lβ(z) and thus it is 0 if and only if the ﬁrst inequality in (2) is not sharp. The exact same
argument applies to 〈β,1〉R . 
We close the paper by indicating two possible directions for future research. The fact that the left and right inner
products are polynomial-valued suggests a rich structure that might be further explored. For example, one may ask about
speciﬁc values of z: are some more signiﬁcant than others? Can we associate special z values to particular braids in a
meaningful way?
Also, one may wonder whether other parts of the Homﬂy polynomial can be used to deﬁne inner products, as well as if
there are natural inner products that make other bases, such as the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis, orthogonal.
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